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How OSHA is Organized

 Region 1:   Boston
 Region 2:   New York
 Region 3:   Philadelphia
 Region 4:   Atlanta
 Region 5:   Chicago
 Region 6:   Dallas
 Region 7:   Kansas City
 Region 8:   Denver
 Region 9:   San Francisco
 Region 10: Seattle
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HOW OSHA IS ORGANIZEDOSHA is part of the Department of Labor.  The Agency has a central National Office, located in Washington, D.C.  OSHA also has 10 Regional Offices, which are located throughout the United States. Each of these 10 regional geographic regions, which cover several states and contain multiple area offices.







Ohio OSHA Offices

Columbus Area 
Office
(614) 469 - 5582

Toledo Area 
Office

(419) 259 - 7542

Cincinnati Area 
Office

(513) 841- 4132

Cleveland Area 
Office
(216) 447-4194



Targeting High Risk Hazards

Workplace Fatality Data



Fatality Charts
US Bureau of Labor Statistics

2020





















Calendar Year 2021 Calendar Year 2020
End Date: December 31st End Date: December 31st

175 257

* Included in Caught ** Included in Exposure

Produced by the Administrative Programs Unit on 1/3/22. NOTE: Data subject to change upon completion of investigations.

fatalities by event and industry sector

CY
2021

Construction
NAICS 23*

Manufacturing
NAICS 31* - 33*

Other

Caught 3 15 10

Electrocution 2 1 4

Exposure 0 10 64

Fall 17 6 12

Fire & Explosion 1 1 0

Other / Pending 1 1 6

Struck 4 3 14

Trench Cave-In* 0 0 0

COVID** 0 8 61

Total 28 37 110

Immigrant Language Fatalities CY 2021
Immigrant Language Fatality Inspections 9

Hispanic 8

Region V Fatality Statistics

Fatalities under OSHA's jurisdiction in Region V
REGION V

NUMBER OF FATALITIES INVESTIGATED PER STATE 
FOR CY 2021

WI 39
IL 70

OH 66

120 109 125

257

175

CY 17 CY 18 CY 19 CY 20 CY 21

Region V Fatalities



Ohio Fatalities Inspected
2016-2021

(279 Total)
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Fatality Causes
2016-2021
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Ohio Fatalities by Industry
2016-2021 

Construction Manufacturing Other
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Region V Fatalities by Establishment 
Size - Ohio
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Region V Fatality Trends – Falls
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Region V Fatality Trends -
Struck By Falling Objects

• Material Handling Equipment – Improper 
Use/Overloading
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Region V Fatality Trends -
Caught In Equipment

• Lack of Machine 
Guarding

• No Lockout/Tagout 
Procedures 

http://intranet.osha.gov/pls/photoarchive/photoarchive.display?v_photoid=1716


Top 10 Violations: FY 2021

1. Fall Protection – General 
Requirements (1926.501)

2. Respiratory Protection (1910.134)

3. Ladders (1926.1053)

4. Scaffolding (1926.451)

5. Hazard Communication (1910.1200)

6. Lockout/Tagout (1910.147)

7. Fall Protection – Training Requirements 
(1926.503)

8. Eye and Face Protection (1926.102)

9. Powered Industrial Trucks (1910.178)

10. Machine Guarding (1910.212)

Most frequently cited OSHA standards during FY 2021 inspections:*

www.osha.gov/top10citedstandards

*Based on preliminary data. OSHA does not finalize this list until April following the previous 
fiscal year.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Note to presenters:  More detailed PPTs on Top 10 Violations in various industries are available on the O drive under DCSP/CAS Resources/Presentations/Top 10 Violations/.]This is a PRELMINARY list of the top 10 most frequently cited standards following inspections of worksites by federal OSHA in FY 2020. This list was compiled on January 11, 2021 and is subject to change. Generally, OSHA does not post the top ten violations until after the first week in April, so as to allow the prior fiscal year’s inspection data to finalize past the close of the fiscal year (September 30th).



HOW DOES OSHA PICK THE 
COMPANIES TO BE 

INSPECTED?



Inspection Priorities

• Imminent Danger

• Fatality/Catastrophe

• Complaints/Referrals

• Programmed 
Inspections

• Follow-ups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Imminent danger situations are given top priority.  An imminent danger is any condition where there is reasonable certainty that a danger exists that can be expected to cause death or serious physical harm immediately or before the danger can be eliminated through normal enforcement procedures.  An example of an imminent danger is employees working in a deep trench or excavation without any cave-in protection.  OSHA will investigate imminent dangers as soon as possible, usually the same day._Fatal accidents and catastrophes – Second priority is given to investigation of fatalities and accidents resulting in hospitalization of three or more employees. Such catastrophes must be reported to OSHA by the employer within 8 hours. OSHA refers to fatalities and catastrophes as FAT/CATs.  Our policy is to initiate FAT/CAT inspections within one day of our hearing of such an incident._Complaints and Referrals – Third priority is given to formal complaints and referrals.  A formal complaint needs to be reduced to writing, signed by an employee, and allege there is exposure to a hazard or a violation of OSHA standards.  Referrals of hazards that lead to an inspection by OSHA typically originate from other government authorities or from compliance officers who observe hazardous conditions while on another assignment.  Referrals also frequently originate from the news media when there is a report about a serious accident or injury that occurred in the community.  Complaints and referrals combined generate numerous inspections and consume roughly 30 to 40% of OSHA’s inspection resources each year._Programmed inspections – Next in priority are programmed inspections aimed at specific high-hazard industries, workplaces, occupations, or health substances, or other industries identified in OSHA’s current inspection procedures. Industries are selected for inspection on the basis of factors such as the injury incidence rates, previous citation history, employee exposure to toxic substances, or random selection.



OSHA INSPECTIONS
• Inspection stages

– Inspector’s Credentials
– Opening Conference
– Walkaround
– Closing Conference
– Citations
– Review Process
– Abatement Verification
– Can happen anytime including Saturdays



Inspector’s Credentials
• Inspector displays credentials
• Asks to meet an appropriate 

employer representative 
– Be sure all employees know who is 

in charge at the job site
– CSHO usually will wait a reasonable 

amount of time. Depending on 
amount of time, reason for delay & 
type of inspection

– OSHA will get a warrant if 
necessary



Opening Conference
• Inspector:

– Explains how worksite was selected
– Explains scope of inspection 
– Provides copy of complaint (if applicable)

• You will not be told who filed the complaint
• Employers cannot discriminate against an 

employee for filing a complaint



The Walkaround
Inspector: 
• Proceeds through the establishment to identify 

safety and health hazards
– A company representative should be 

present
– Cooperative and respectful 
– A second employee to abate minor 

violation
• Determines route and duration of the inspection
• Talks privately with employees



The Walkaround (cont.)
Inspector: 
• Takes photos/videotapes

– Company Rep. should take pictures of 
same angle and other if apply

• Reviews records, programs
– Be sure your records are in order.  Last 

minute is no time to put them in order
• Conducts monitoring (if applicable)



The Closing Conference
• All observed unsafe and unhealthful conditions are 

discussed
• Violations for which a citation and penalty may be issued 

are indicated
• Inspector will not indicate any specific penalty but informs 

employer of appeal rights
• Abatement times are discussed
• Appeals processes are discussed
• Separate closing conference if employee representative 

does not participate
• Good time to ask questions about the process if you have 

any



Post Closing Conference

• Inspector reports findings
• Area Director determines whether citations will be 

issued and whether penalties will be proposed
• Site employer representative should compile his 

notes to create a report to be filed with management
• During this time get field and Mgt. personnel 

together, review all notes and documents and 
determine what steps need to be taken next

• Remove employees from hazards!  Interim protection 
where necessary



Citations: Types of 
Violations

• Violations
– other-than-serious
– serious
– willful
– repeat
– failure-to-abate



OSHA Penalty Levels: 2023
Effective January 17, 2023

Type of Violation New Maximum

• Serious and
• Other-Than-Serious
• Posting Requirements

$15,625 $14,502 per violation

Willful or Repeated $156,259 $145,027 per violation

Failure to Abate
$15,625 $14,502 per day 

beyond the abatement date 

www.osha.gov/penalties

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Note to presenters:  For a PPT on OSHA’s penalty levels, see the O drive at DCSP/CAS Resources/Presentations/Penalties/.]Below are the maximum penalty amounts, with the annual adjustment for inflation, that may be assessed after Jan. 15, 2021.



Citations (Continued)
• If employer does NOT agree the employer has 15 

working days from the date of receiving the citation 
to contest in writing the citation, proposed penalty 
and/or abatement date.
– Penalties and/or abatement dates will be suspended 

until Review Commission’s final order
– Contest must be made in good faith
– If only penalty or some items are contested the 

remainder must be abated or paid by the date on the 
citation.

– Penalties and/or citations properly contested will not 
have to be abated or paid until resolved



Can we beat an OSHA 
citation?

• Employee Misconduct
• Must prove all four of these:

– Work rule 
– Rule is communicated 
– Monitor compliance
– Discipline

50



Howie’s Tips For Employers 

• Have a plan to inform top managers of OSHA’s 
arrival and results

• Take notes and photos
• Ask Compliance Officer questions to help you 

understand hazards and corrective actions
• Provide documents as soon as possible  
• Make sure you understand what is being 

requested 
• Be respectful
• Don’t impede Compliance Officer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Selecting Employee RepresentativesIf . . .			       Then . . .employees are represented by a	               the union will designate the employeerecognized bargaining representative,            representative to accompany the CSHO.there is a site safety committee and              the employee committee members or the no recognized bargaining representative,       employees at large will designate the 			               employee representative.there is neither a recognized bargaining         the employees themselves may select theirrepresentative nor a plant safety                     representative, or the CSHO will determine committee,		              if any other employees would suitably 			               represent the interests of employees.there is no authorized employee 	               the CSHO must consult with a reasonable representative		               number of employees concerning S&H 			               matters in the workplace.  Such 			               consultations may be held privately.



Employees have the right to:
 Report unsafe conditions and injuries 

to management or OSHA

 Assist an OSHA investigation

 Request Training

 Request PPE

www.osha.gov/workers

Worker Rights

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WORKER RIGHTSProtecting workers means not only complying with regulations. Workers also have a legal right to raise safety and health concerns on the job without fear of retaliation. Among other protections, workers have the right to—  report unsafe working conditions to their managers and to OSHA; assist in an OSHA investigation; and request Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and training to make sure that they can do their jobs without exposure to hazards that can cause injury or illness.



Employers 
cannot retaliate 
against workers 
who exercise 
their rights.

Whistleblowers.gov

Retaliation includes:
 Reduction in pay or hours
 Being fired, laid off, or suspended
 Reassignment, discipline, or demotion
 Threats, harassment, and intimidation
 Blacklisting from hiring

Whistleblower Protections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONSIt is against the law for employers to discipline or suspend their workers for reporting injuries or exercising other rights—and OSHA enforces this law.Retaliation can include reducing pay or hours; firing, laying off or suspending workers; reassignment, discipline, or demotion; threats, harassment, or intimidation; and blacklisting from hiring.It is well known that companies with effective safety and health programs actually find it helpful to encourage employees to report their concerns. Think about it: Would you rather hear about a potential problem from your employee, or from a government inspector?  Or, worse, not hear about it at all, and then suffer a mishap, an injury, or even a fatality?[Insert your own local whistleblower protection story.]When a worker brings a hazard or concern to a supervisor’s attention, the supervisor should welcome the worker’s comment, thank the worker for showing initiative, and, after the hazard has been managed, praise the worker in the presence of others to encourage more worker engagement in finding and fixing problems before workers get hurt. 

https://www.osha.gov/workers.html


Perspective?!

54

FUO = Foshan Shadi Airport
SHA = Shanghai Airport



www.osha.gov
800-321-OSHA (6742)
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